
Plenary Session: Large-scale network phenotype 
development, evaluation and characterization
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Alternative title (and motivation for OHDSI): 
Scientific Cacophony,  
Harmony achieved through collaboration, not randomization



OHDSI’s approach to observational research
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Standardized process for data curation



Standardized process for analysis implementation
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Standardized process for prediction model 
development and validation
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• A phenotype is a specification of an observable, potentially changing state of an 
organism (as distinguished from the genotype, derived from genetic makeup). 

• The term phenotype can be applied to patient characteristics inferred from electronic 
health record (EHR) data.

• The goal is to draw conclusions about a target concept based on raw EHR data, claims 
data, or other clinically relevant data. 

• Phenotype algorithms – ie, algorithms that identify or characterize phenotypes – may 
be generated by domain experts and knowledge engineers, or through diverse forms of 
machine learning to generate novel representations of data.



OHDSI’s definition of ‘cohort’

Cohort = a set of persons who satisfy one or more inclusion 
criteria for a duration of time

Cohort era = a continuous period during which a person has 
satisfied a cohort’s inclusion criteria

Cohort definition = the specification for how to identify a cohort

A codeset is NOT a cohort…
…logic for how to use the codes in criteria is required





Overview: Type 2 DM accounts for 90% of all DM, and the generic use of Diabetes Mellitus almost always refers to Type 2. It is 
hyperglycemia and related complications usually due to progressive loss of insulin secretion from the pancreatic beta cells with
background of insulin resistance. It is a state of 'relative' insulin deficiency - where insulin even when present may be less effective due 
to resistance.

Presentation: The classic symptoms of hyperglycemia (including polyuria, polydipsia, nocturia, blurred vision, and weight loss), but 
these are most observed in retrospect with most common mode of diagnosis is screening in asymptomatic patients or seeking 
emergency care for hyperosmolar hyperglycemic state without ketoacidosis.

Assessment: Oral glucose tolerance test and HbA1c, fasting blood glucose, lipid, liver function tests

Plan: Initial management is to achieve normoglycemic state with lifestyle modification - weight, diet. Metformin is commonly 
recommended first line, but treatment choices vary with presence of other risk factors. Progression may lead to dependence on
insulin.

Prognosis: Life-long disease that is amenable and if not well managed may lead complications.

The phenotype of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus





Today’s session: 
OHDSI innovations to further strengthen the reliability of the 

observational research workflow and evidence
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